
tions immersed in various concentrations of @mTc

and fitted together as a puzzle to form either a lateral
or posterior brain projection. This formed a back
drop above which 1 cc plastic cylinders containing
approximately a 5-to-i activity ratio of 9omTc could
be placed at i-in. intervals using Styrofoam spacers.
To achieve the maximum tomographic effect with
thesephantoms, the lesion at a depth to be demon
strated by tomography was placed on the axis of
detector rotation â€¢(fulcrum) . The clinical utility of
this tomographic method was investigated using patientswithknownlesions.

RESULTS

Manual movement of the detector head with a
parallel-hole collimator about the axis of rotation
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FIG. 1. Diagramof lineartomographicdetectorheadrotation
about axis. Included is blurring of point B(x,y) off axis of rotation.

Tomography can be carried out by manual
movement of a standard gamma camera head.

Tomographic capabilities of a standard Nuclear
Data Radicamera 60 have been investigated. The
gimbal detector stand allows easy manual rotation
of the detector head about an axis. This arrangement
permits a method of tomography for which a mathe
matical blurring equation can be expressed. Exam
ples of phantom and clinical studies are presented.

Gamma camera tomography has proven useful in
the location and delineation of mass lesions not read
ily visualized in the conventional static views (1).
Numerous methods of gamma camera tomography
have been devised by McAfee and Mozley (2),
Muehllehner (3), and Freedman (4), all requiring
expensive, elaborate modifications of the camera
system with possibly the addition of an on-line com

puter. Due to the unique detector stand design of
the Nuclear Data Radicamera 60 (ND 60), tomog
raphy can be performed manually without further
modification of the camera. Thus, the tomographic
capabilities of an unmodified ND 60 camera were
defined and explored.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The ND 60 gimbal detector stand permits the
manual rotation of the detector head about an axis
9 cm from thecollimatorface.The degreeof rotation
is Â±60Â°from the perpendicular position as shown
in a geometric diagram of the tomography system
(Fig. 1). The blurring effect on a point source is a
function of the rotational angle (a) and the off-axis
distance. This was verified by tomography of point
sources placed at various off-axis positions and using
different angles (a) of detector rotation. Lateral and
posterior brain phantoms were constructed by a
modification of the Hildalgo phantoms (5) and focal
lesions placed at different depths were tomographed.
The brain phantoms consisted of blotter paper sec

Nudear Data Rodicamsra 60
tunmodified)

Rotation of Detector Hsod max â€¢20'

B.!wri(@dtsI@rcs â€˜d1â€˜a'2

4'b,cos/2.4@

a'2, -b,cos2.b, sine
8*@ra'g'24 sin12
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the simulated torcula was demonstrated by tomogra
phy using a rotational angle of 120Â°(Fig. 4). It
wouldbe difficult to predict the locationor possibly
even the existence of this lesion from the static view
alone (Fig. 4A) . However, from the tomograms
(Figs. 4B and C) the lesion is demonstrated nicely.
In Fig. 4B the brain midline is parallel to the axis
of rotation and maximum blurring of the transverse

FIG.3. scintiphotogramsof lateralbrainphantomwiththree
lesions at varying depths of 1, 2, and 3 in. above base of phan
torn. (A) Typical static view, three lesions in row with no depth
information. (B) Tomogram with fulcrum at point of deepest lesion,
3 in. below surface. (C) Tomogram with fulcrum on middle lesion,
2 in. below surface. (D) Tomogram of lesion, 1 in below surface.

FIG.4. Scintiphotogramsof posteriorbrainphantomcontain
ing focal lesion 1 in. below torcula. (A) Typical static view. (B)
Tomogram with brain midline parallel to axis of rotation showing
focal lesion nicely. (C) Tomogram with brain midline 45Â° to axis
of rotationto maximizetomographicblurring.

Nuclear Chicogo Tomb Sys/em
(B/.vrinq Eq rrd:2rrg tonG)
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FIG.2. Tomographicblurringof pointsourceversusofffocus
distance with angles of rotation of 60@ or 1200.

results in no blurring of a point source anywhere on
a line running through the axis of rotation. Placement
of a point source off the axis of rotation gives rise to
blurring according to the derived equations (Fig. 1).
Thus, instead of obtaining a tomographic planar sec
tion, one obtains merely a line of best focus. Blurring
is accentuated by increasing the degree of detector
rotation and increasing the off-axis distance in any
direction. A graph of tomographic blurring versus
off-focus distance for a point source at two rotational
angles was constructed (Fig. 2) . Included in this

graph is the blurring of a point source (@rd 2@rg
tan 0) for the Searle Pho/Gamma Tomographic
system (3,6) . For the Searle system, the blurring is
circular possibly leading to some image artifacts (6);
however, the tomographic section is planar and not
a single line of best focus. Almost the same magni

tude of tomographic blurring can be obtained with
the ND 60 unmodified system as with the Searle
Pho/Gamma Tomo system for sources directly above
or below the axis of rotation and using a rotation
angle of 120Â°.In the lateral modified Hildalgo brain
phantom, three lesionswere placed in a row at vary
ing depths of 1, 2, and 3 in. above the base of the
phantom. Static and tomographic images were taken
usingthis phantom(Fig. 3) . In the staticview (Fig.
3A) , all three lesions are visualized but without depth
information. By progressively positioning the fulcrum
from the deepest to the most superficial lesion and
making a tomogram, the focal defects appear and
disappear depending upon the fulcrum location (Figs.
3B, C, and D) . For this experiment, the angle of
rotation was 60Â°and the transverse sinus was per
pendicular to the axis of rotation. With the posterior
Hildalgo brain phantom, a lesion placed 1 in. below

Nuclear Octo (ND) Rathccrnero 60

ND(4,'O,' 60')

.N0(4,:0,@@60')

B.A
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axis of rotation. This characteristic does limit to some
degree its clinical application. The region of interest
must be placed at the axis of rotation which presently
limits the depth of view to a maximum of 9 cm. In
most clinical situations we were unable to move the
detector head through a large rotational angle with
out striking some portion of the patient's anatomy.
The current system will permit a maximum angle
of rotation (a) of 120Â°but generally only an angle
of 60Â°is obtainable with patients which reduces the
tomographic effect. The possibility of modifying the
detector stand to give a greater distance betweencol
limator face and focal axis should be considered.
Increasing the focal axis from 9â€”18cm would
degrade the spatial resolution only by about 30%
(7) . An improvement over the manual technique
for tomographic maneuver would be the addition
of a motorized drive to move the detector head. This
would be quite desirable since constant angular ye
locity is necessary to maintain a constant information
distribution.
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FIG.5. Scintiphotogramsof lateralprojectionofpatientstudy.
(A) Static view. (B) Tomogram at 1@/2in. above midline, rotation
angle@@ Tomogram at 3 in. above midline, rotation angle
1200. Image appears larger due to greater sweep of detector.

sinus is not achieved. In Fig. 4C the brain midline

is 450to the axis of rotation to maximize the blurring
of both the simulated sagittal and transverse sinus.
In a clinicalbrain study,a patientwastomographed
in the lateral projection with the long axis of the
patient parallel to the axis of rotation with a rota

tional angle of 60Â° (Fig. 5 ) . A lesion lying about 1Â½

in. from midline was demonstrated by tomography

(Fig. SB) and confirmed by triangulation using mul
tiple static views.

DISCUSSION

The unique design of the ND 60 detector stand is
applicable to tomography. This results in blurring
of any source not located on a line describing the
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